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Introduction. This paper is an investigation of moduli for the 2-complex parameter family of Riemann surfaces of genus 2 that admit of automorphisms (conformal self-homeomorphisms) of order 2 other than the "interchange of sheets".
The determination of these special surfaces is due to Oskar Bolza whose result is
contained in §1. In §11characteristic Riemann matrices for the surfaces are imbedded
into the Siegel 3-complex dimensional upper half plane, the image being homeomorphic to

/

= 77x 77-{(r, p6r) \reH,pe

M(2)},

where 77 denotes the complex upper half plane, 6 is the bilinear transformation
t-> —1/t, and M(2) is the even modular group. The transformation group My
acting on ß, whose orbits are all the characteristic matrices for conformally
equivalent surfaces, is determined to be a semidirect product of M'y by Z2, where

My = {(p.,v) e M x M I v = 0pd mod M(2)},
M denoting the classical inhomogeneous group, and Z2 is the two-element group.
In §111special Teichmueller and Torelli moduli and modular groups are defined
for the surfaces. The Teichmueller space is homeomorphic to 77x77, and the
Torelli space is determined to be homeomorphic to ß of §11.The Torelli modular
group becomes isomorphic to M'y of §11, and it is shown that the Teichmueller
modular group can be constructed as a semidirect product of the fundamental

group of f by M'y.
I wish to thank Professor Gerstenhaber who directed the research and whose
stimulating lectures on Teichmueller theory have strongly influenced my thinking

on the subject.
I. Preliminary notions. Every compact Riemann surface is the Riemann surface
of an algebraic function. More precisely, let S be a compact Riemann surface of
genus g, and let z be a nonconstant meromorphic function on S. Then z is an
«-to-1 surjection from S to the Riemann sphere F for some integer »el- If we
denote by C the complex field as well as the field of constant functions on S, and
by C(z) the transcendental extension of C consisting of all rational functions of z,

then the field K of meromorphic functions on S is an algebraic extension of C(z)
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of degree «, i.e., K=C(z, w), where w is a meromorphic function on S satisfying
f(z, w) = 0, where/(z, w) is a (monic) irreducible polynomial of degree « over C(z).
If, by an abuse of notation, we now let z and w denote complex numbers, then
f(z, w) = 0 defines an algebraic function over C whose concrete Riemann surface
{(z, w)} is conformally equivalent to S. Then, if 5 is identified with {(z, w)} (with
the resulting duplication of notation), the meromorphic functions z and w on S
become the projections (z, w) -» z and (z, w) -*■w(z), respectively, and z serves to
make S an «-sheeted branched analytic covering of P.
If g è 1 and for some z, « = 2, then S is called hyperelliptic in which case the
equation for S becomes, for a suitably chosen w,
w2 = (z-ef)(z-e2y

■ (z-ek),

where either k=2g+2 in which case the e¡ are all the (distinct) images of branch
points of S over P, or k=2g+l
in which case oo is also under a branch point.
Every Riemann surface of genus 2 is hyperelliptic, and on any hyperelliptic surface
£ the involutive "interchange of sheets"
i:(z, w)^(z,

-w)

is an automorphism (conformai self-homeomorphism) leaving precisely the 2g + 2
branch points of S over P fixed. In fact i is canonically determined as the only
involution on S with 2g+2 fixed points, and (1, i) is a normal subgroup of Aut S,
the group of automorphisms on S.
By a special surface S of genus 2 we mean one for which Aut 5/(1, i) is not
trivial. Bolza [1] proved that every conformai equivalence class of special surfaces
of genus 2 is represented by one of the following cases :

S

Aut 5/(1,0

(1)
(2)
(3)

w2 = z9-\

w2 = z5-l
w2 = z(z*-l)

D6
Zs
54

(4)

w2 = (z3-\)(z3-r3)

D3

(5)

»v2 = z(z2-l)(z2-r2)

(6)

w2 = (z2-l)(z2-r?)(z2-r¡)

D2

,

Z2

where Dn denotes the dihedral group of order 2«, Sn the symmetric group on n
objects, and Zn the integers mod «. Observe that the two-complex parameter
family of equivalence classes with group Z2 contains each of the two one-complex
parameter families with groups D2 and D3, respectively, and these two one-complex
parameter families intersect in the classes with groups S4 and D6, respectively,
while the class with group Z5 is disjoint from all the others.
§§II and III of this paper are an investigation of the parameters, otherwise called
moduli, determining the family with group Z2.
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II. Siegel moduli. The holomorphic differentials on a compact Riemann surface
of genus g form a g-dimensional vector space over the complex field C, and if S
is a hyperelliptic surface given by
(*)

w2 = (z-rx)(z-r2)-

■-(z-r2g+i),

i = 1 or 2,

then a basis for the holomorphic differentials on S is dzjw, z dzjw,..., z9'1 dzjw
where, as in §1, S is identified with the concrete surface {(z, w)} of (*), so that on S
z and w denote the meromorphic functions (z, w) -> z and (z, w) —>w(z), respec-

tively. The g x 2g matrix:

r dz

r dz

r dz

f ^

\

J0l *>'"'

Jo, W

Jbl W''"'

]bg W

\

(AB) =
C z9'1 dz

Ç z9-1 dz

Jax » '■'Jo,

W

C z9~1dz

J^

W

f z9'1 dz J

''Jbg

W I

where (ax,.. .,ag,bx,. ■-,bg) are one-cycle representatives of a canonical homology
basis for S, is called a period matrix for F. By a change in basis for the holomorphic
differentials, the matrix A can be reduced to the multiplicative identity, and then
F becomes A ~1B, which is called the Riemann matrix for S with respect to the
given canonical homology basis. Every Riemann matrix is symmetric and has
positive-definite imaginary part and therefore represents a point in the Siegel
g(g+1)/2 complex dimensional upper half plane £f(g), which is precisely the space
of all symmetric gxg matrices over C having positive-definite imaginary part. Not
all Siegel matrices, however, are Riemann matrices. In genus 2 it is known [2] that
a Siegel matrix m is a Riemann matrix for some surface S if and only if «i is not in
the orbit of a diagonal matrix under the action of the Siegel inhomogeneous

modular group My.
A homology basis with one-cycle representatives (ax,.. .,ag,bx,...,

bg) is called
canonical if I(aiy bj) = 8ij and I(ait a3) = 0 = 7(/3¡,b,), where 7 is the bilinear, skewsymmetric, integral-valued intersection number, and i,je{l,2,..
.,g}. We refer
to a set of one-cycle representatives of a canonical homology basis as a set of
retrosections. Then all possible Riemann matrices for a given surface S, indeed
for all surfaces conformally equivalent to S, are obtained by all possible changes in
a given set of retrosections for S. More precisely, the multiplicative group of
matrices of changes in retrosections acts on ¿f(g), the orbit of any one Rienan"
matrix for a given conformai equivalence class of Riemann surfaces being all the

Riemann matrices for that class. The inhomogeneous Siegel modular group M%>
acting on Sf(g) consists of all transformations

Z -> (AZ+B)(CZ +D)-\

Ze Sf(g),

where A, B, C, D are gxg matrices over the integers satisfying ABi=BAl,
CDt=DC\ ADi-BCt = l, where X1 denotes the transpose of the matrix X, and
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1 is the g x g multiplicative identity matrix. My acts on ¿f(g) in precisely the same
way as the multiplicative group of matrices of changes in retrosections, with the
above Siegel transformation corresponding to the change in retrosections

(«i,..., ag, bu ..., bg)-> (ai,...,

öj, hi,...,

b'g),

where

(a[, ...,a'g, ¿>i,..., b'gf = i

\(au ...,ag,bu...,

bg)K

We now restrict our attention to the two-complex parameter family {S}' of
Riemann surfaces of genus 2 that admit of automorphisms of order 2 other than
the interchange of sheets. From §1 we see that each S in {S}' is given by an equation
(normalized so that the product of the roots is —1) of the form w2=z6 + 3Cz4
+ 3C'z2+l=(z2 —r2)(z2 —r2)(z2 —r2), and S has at least four automorphisms,
namely

l:(z,w)-+(z,w),
i : (z, w) -> (z, —w),

the interchange of sheets,

a:(z,w)^(-z,w),

to-: (z, w)-+(—z,

Proposition

—w).

2.1. 5/(1, cr) and 5/(1, ia) are tori.

This follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz relation which says that if a surface 5
of genus g is an n-sheeted branched covering of a surface 5' of genus g', then
2 —2g=n(2 —2g') —2p eP, where eP denotes the branch order of F in 5 over 5'.
In our case, g=2 and 5 is a 2-sheeted branched covering of 5/(1, o-) with exactly
two branch points, each of order 1, located at the fixed points of a. Similarly for
«j, so that in both cases g' = l.
The natural projection 7r: 5^ 5/(1, io) is given analytically by
77: (z, w) -> (z2, 2zw) = (£, r¡),

so that 5/(1, ta) has equation

rf = 4t.(t? + 3Cl2 + 3C'r, + \) = 4ï,(i-r2)(i-r2)(i-r2),
and the holomorphic differential dzjw on 5 is a lift of dl,jt\ on 5/(1, ia). Similarly,
the natural projection £: 5^- 5/(1, <r)is given analytically by fi: (z, w) -*■(z2, 2w)
= (t, r¡), so that 5/(1, a) has equation

f = 4(£3+ 3C£2+ 3C'£+l) = 4(t-r2)(t-ri)(t-r$),
and the holomorphic differential z dzjw on 5 is a lift of dtly on 5/(1, cr).
We can select retrosections (a, oa, b, ob), or equivalently (a, —io-a, b, - tab), on
5, where (a, ß) = (na, -nb) are retrosections on 5/(1, to), and (ce,ß) = (fia, fib) are
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retrosections on S/(l, o). Now consider a new set of retrosections (äx, ä2, Ex, E2)
on S, where
äx = a—oa = a + ioa

ä2 = b + ab = b —iob

b~x=b = b
b2=

—aa

= iaa.

We hereafter refer to (a, aa, b, ab) and (äx, ä2, Bx, b2) as normal a-retrosections.

Observe
w: (äx, ä2, Ex, E2) -> (2a, 0, ß, a)

and

6: (äx,Sa,Ex,E2)-*. (0, 2ß, ß, -à) = (0, 2s, S, jSf)
where (à, ß) = (ß, —&)is another set of retrosections on F/(l, a). Hence, the period
matrix (A B) for S with respect to (äx, ä2, Ex, E2) is equal to

'2f<
Ja V
0

0 Jßf«V JafS\
/2 0.
V \
(2o>

, .

O) 0)\

2 f ^ f ^ Í -M ~ ^° 2¿i ¿ "''

and, letting t = co'jco, f=t&'j&, the corresponding

Riemann matrix A'1 Bis

c t)We denote matrices in ^"(2) of this form by (t, f ) and call them normal matrices.
Hence, every S in {S}' has a normal matrix representation in ¿f(2). This result
was obtained by Bolza [1] and Hutchinson [3] in a somewhat similar manner^).

Note that

(a, aa, b, ab)1 =1

'I

0

0 -F

0

0

1

vo i -i

0

I (öi, ä2, Elt E2)\

oy

so that the Riemann matrix for S with respect to the retrosections (a, aa, b, ab) is
7(r-l/f)/2

l(-r-l/f)/2

(-r-l/f)/2\

(r-l/*)/2A

(x) The result has since been extended [6] to g> 2.
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Matrices of this form, i.e., matrices of the form

c>
will be denoted by <x, y). Such matrices constitute another normal form, and the
Siegel transformation corresponding to the above change in retrosections carries
all matrices of the form (t, f ) in £r°(2) bijectively to those of the form <x, j>. We
wish to determine the subspace of S^(2) that the normal matrices (t, f) determine.
Note that for g=l, the Siegel upper half plane £f(l) is the complex upper half
plane H={re C \ Jr>0}, and the Siegel inhomogeneous modular group Afj» is
the classical inhomogeneous modular group M consisting of all bilinear transformations
T^(mT

+ n)j(pr+q),

where m, n, p and q are integers such that mq—np = l. We denote by M(2) the even
subgroup of M consisting of all transformations in M with matrix

M(2) is a normal discontinuous free subgroup of M on the two generators

t^t+2

and t^

t/(2t + 1),

and M/M(2) is isomorphic to the symmetric group on three objects. Specifically,

«-MCKT-er-CT'CT-(M)1
where (fi) denotes the equivalence class of the transformation

p having matrix (¿i).

Lemma 2.1. Let S in {5}' have Riemann matrix (t, f) and let (r, f') = (p.T, vf),
where (p., v) e M(2) x M(2). Then S also has Riemann matrices (F, f'), (f', F).

The Siegel transformation

with matrix

/CX 3\

lcXV
maps (t, f) to (t+2, f), and the transformation with matrix
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1), f), while the transformation with matrix

maps (t, f) to (f, t).

Lemma 2.2. Let (t, f) be a normal matrix in Sf(2), where f = —1/t mod M(2).
Then no S in {S'} has (r, f)for a Riemann matrix.

If some S in {S}' has (t, f) for a Riemann matrix, where f= - 1/t mod M(2),
then, by Lemma 2.1, S also has Riemann matrix (t, -1/t), but the Siegel transformation

maps (t, —1/t) onto the diagonal matrix

(l>
and no surface of genus 2 has a diagonal matrix for a Riemann matrix [2].
We now set out to establish the converse of Lemma 2.2. It F is a Riemann
surface of genus 1, then, for a choice of complex numbers co, to' (co'¡co= t e H)
determined up to the action of the homogeneous modular group, T is conformally
equivalent to the quotient space C\F(to, co), where F(co, to) is the free abelian group
on the two generators to, to'. The Weierstrass /?e-function p and its derivative p'
are meromorphic

functions on T satisfying
(p'f

= 4p3-g2(to,

to')p-g3(to,

to')

= (4p-ex)(p-e2)(p-e3),

where ex = p((co + to')¡2), e2 = p(to¡2), e3 = p(to'¡2) are distinct,
notation of §1, F is given by
W2 = 4z3-g2(co,

co')z-g3(to,

so that, in the

to'),

which is called the Weierstrass normal form of the equation of T. The even modular
function
A(t) = (ex-e2)l(ex-e3)(2)
(2) The even modular function is usually defined as 1 —1/A.
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maps H holomorphically onto C—{0, 1} and is automorphic with respect to M(2),
i.e., is well defined, in fact injective, on HjM(2). If cuand cu' are transformed by the
homogeneous modular group to
w = mat' + «co,

to = pat' +qa>,

where m, n, p and q are integers such that mq—np=l, then f = w!j& is in //, and
g¡(d>,m)=gi(w, oj'), i=2, 3, but the roots eu e2, e3 are permuted, and conversely.
Specifically, there are the following six cases :

(1) (eie^a) ^* (e^at-g),

A(f) = A(t),

t = t

mod M(2)

(2)
(3)
(4)

A(f) = 1/A(r),
X(t) = A(r)/(A(r)-l),
\(r) = (A(r)-1)/A(r),

f = - 1/t
-f = r/(r+l)
r = (r-l)/r

mod M(2)
mod M(2)
modM(2)

A(i) = 1/(1-A(t)),
A(f) = 1-A(t),

*=-1/(t+1)
t = t+1

mod A/(2)
mod Af(2).

(exe2e3) -> (exe3e2),
(e1e2e3)~>(e2e1e3),
(eie2e3)^(e2e3ex),

(5) (eieae3)-*(<W2),
(6) (ej^a)-> (ea^ei),

Finally, we observe that if F has Riemann matrix (t) with respect to a given set of
retrosections (a, ß), then

AW= (e^-e^Ke^-e^),
where (hi2i3) is a permutation on (123) determined by (a, /?), and if 7" is another
surface of genus 1 with normal form
w2 = 4(z-e-l)(z-i>2)(z-<>3),

and <j>:T^

T' is a homeomorphism taking e( to e¡, then
A(r') = (e;1-4)/«-e;3),

where (t') is the Riemann matrix of 7" with respect to (<£<*,
<f>ß).
Lemma 2.3. Let (a, aa, b, ab) be normal a-retrosections for an S in {S}' given by
w2 = (z2 —rf)(z2 —r2)(z2 —r2). Let 5/(1, to) have Riemann matrix (t) with respect to
the retrosections (a, ß) = (ira, nb), where n: 5^- 5/(1, ia) is the natural projection,
and let 5/(1, a) have Riemann matrix (f) with respect to the retrosections (&,ß)
= (fia, fib), where fi: 5->- 5/(1, cj) is the natural projection. Then
A(T) = -a-a

-2

' <2'f 1 _ ' ¡3

a»«

A(t) =

2

3.

Ml _ ' i3

w/iere (iii2i3) is a permutation on (123) determined by (a, aa, b, ob).

5/(1, to) has equation

„■ = 4£(£3+ 3CT+ 3C'£+l) - 4£(£-/?)(£-rD({-rf).
The conformai homeomorphism p.: (£, rf) ->- (l/£ + C", r)l(,2)= (Z, W) maps 5/(1, to-)
onto the Riemann surface F given by the Weierstrass normal form

W2 = 4Z3-l2(C'2-C)Z-4(3CC'-2C'3-\)

= 4(Z-R1)(Z-R2)(Z-R3),
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where F( = l\r2 + C, i= 1, 2, 3. Then F has Riemann matrix (t) with respect to the
retrosections (p-a, p,ß), so

A(t) =

Rix-Rh

Kr^-ri

K-K

m2m2-m23

for some permutation (ixhh) on (123). Similarly, S/(l, a) has equation

f = 4(£3+ 3C£2+ 3Ct+l)

= 4(e+r12)(r-r!Xe-/-32),

and the conformai homeomorphism v. (£, -fj)-> (£+ C, fj) = (Z', W') maps Sj(l, a)
onto the Riemann surface T' given by the Weierstrass normal form

W'2 = 4Z'3-l2(C2-C')Z'-4(3CC'-2C3-l)

= 4(Z'-R'x)(Z'-R'2)(Z'-R'3),

where R\=rf + C, /=1, 2, 3. Then 7" has Riemann matrix (f) with respect to the
retrosections (va, vß). Furthermore, if p denotes the self homeomorphism on S
determined by (a, aa, b, ab) -*■(a, —aa, b, —ab), then vnpn~1p,~1: T->T' is a homeomorphism taking (pa, p.ß) to (va, vß) and F¡ to R¡, /= 1, 2, 3, so that for the same

permutation (/i/2/3) as in the case for 5/(1, ia),
\t'\
^

-

p'

p'
'l ~ A'2
»'—/?' "(3
"U

,2
,2
_ r'l ~ Ma
~~ Mi
r2 —r2°
M3

Lemma 2.4. Let S have Riemann matrix (t, f) with respect to the normal aretrosections (äx, ä2, Ex, E2). Then
w

^

y 2 «2 _ „ z
M3 Mi_M2

A(T) = 72 r2

„

r2

atld

i

w.x

„2_y
Mi-M3

A(T) = r2

M2Mi — M3

2

r2'

"h-M2

wnere (/i/2/3) m a permutation on (123) determined by the a-retrosections.

(f) is the Riemann matrix of S/(l, c) with respect to the retrosections (5, |5)
= ($, —S), and (f) is the Riemann matrix of 5/(1, a) with respect to the retrosections (a, ß). Hence f= —1/t, so A(í)=1/A(t). The desired result follows from

Lemma 2.3.
Theorem 2.1. Let (t, t) be a normal matrix in £f{2). Then there is an S in {S}'
having (t, f)for a Riemann matrix if and only iff / —1/t mod M(2).

Assume f / —1/t mod M(2), and set

A(t)

r3 rx —r2

X3 1 — X2

rlrl-rl

X2l-X,

2

A(f) = r2-rl

3

,2

l-X2

where X,=rf\rl, .7=2,3. Now A:77-> C-{0, 1}, and t#-1/t

means A(f)^

1/A(t), so there is a unique solution X2, X3 where A"2^0, l^X3^X2. If F is a
corresponding Riemann surface in {S}', then, for a choice of normal retrosections,
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5 has a Riemann matrix (tu t2), where A(tx) = A(t) and A(t2) = A(f), by Lemma 2.4.
By Lemma 2.1 and the fact that A is injective on HjM(2), S also has the Riemann
matrix (t, f). The converse is Lemma 2.2.
If we denote by f the subspace of normal matrices (t, f) of the Siegel upper
half plane determined by {5}', and by 0 the bilinear transformation t-^- —1/t,
then, by Theorem 2.1,
/

S Hx H-{(t,

p-Or) \reH,p,e

M(2)}.

We now determine the transformation group My acting on # whose orbits are all
the normal matrices for conformally equivalent surfaces in {5}'. My is not a
subgroup of the Siegel modular group M%>,but a subquotient, since f is a space
of first category in y(2) on which M%>does not act effectively. For example, on the
space of normal matrices of the form <x, y), the Siegel transformation

GX i)
acts as the identity. We now observe the effect of a permutation on (rfr2r2).
Lemma 2.5. Let 5 have Riemann matrix (t, f) with respect to normal a-retrosections, and let a permutation on (r2rir2) result in the Riemann matrix (F, f)for 5.
Then r' = \lt and f ' = vf, where (p.,v)e MxM and v=6p.Q mod M(2). Furthermore,
all six possibilities for (p., Bp.6)mod M(2) occur.

We have, by Lemma 2.4, that
w

\

'i3

'il

'¡2

„„

A(T) = 72 Z2-T2
r*a rii ~ ri3

j

\/-~\

aIld

'il

A(T) = ,2_,2'
rii '

'¡3

where (iii2i3) is a permutation on (123) determined by the o-retrosections. Let
r2 = Xj,j=l, 2, 3, and consider the permutation (XXX2X3)-> (X2XXX3). Then
■»/.ix

x2 —X3

KT ) = -^-y
A2

so f' = f+l

,

xx — x3

= l --?-ÎT

Ax

Aj

,

...

= 1 - A(t),

A2

mod M(2), and
x3 xx
Af '1 = — ^2~^1

A'i X2—X3

x2

= ^2 ^l~^3

_

Xjs Xx —X2 ^
X2 Xx

A(t)

\(t) —1

X3

so t' = t/(t + 1) mod M(2). The other cases are similar.
Lemma 2.5 tells the whole story for a; i.e., if
(äi, ä2, bu B2) = (a-aa,

b+ab, b, -aa)

and
(ä'i, ä2, b[, b'2) = (a'-aa',

b' + ab', b', -aa')
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are two sets of normal a-retrosections on S with corresponding Riemann matrices
(t, f) and (t, t), respectively, then, by Lemma 2.4, (F, f') is related to (r, f) as in
Lemma 2.5. On the other hand, if we consider normal ta-retrosections, then an
easy computation shows that (r, t) is the Riemann matrix for S with respect to
(a —aa, b + ab, b, —aa) if and only if (Of, Or) is the Riemann matrix for S with
respect to (a—iaa, b + iab, b, —iaa). We can now establish

Theorem 2.2. Let S in {S}' have Riemann matrix (t, f), and let (F, f') be a
normal matrix in Sf(2). Then (r1, f') is a Riemann matrix for S if and only if either
(t, f') = (jj.T, vf) or (t, f') = (pf, vt), where (p,v)e MxM and v= dp.0 mod M(2).

Suppose (t', f') is a Riemann matrix for S. As in Theorem 2.1, we can solve the
equations for A(t') and A(f') and thereby determine an S', where, for a choice of
normal retrosections, S' has Riemann matrix (t[, t2) such that (F, f') = (p'r'x, v't'2),
where (p',v')e M{2)xM(2). Then, by Lemma 2.1, S' also has Riemann matrix
(r, f'), so S ' is conformally equivalent to S, and we may therefore assume that
S' is S. Similarly, we can solve the equations for \(t) and A(f) and thereby determine
an S", where, for a choice of normal retrosections, S" has Riemann matrix (t{, t2)
such that (t, t) = (/F'tÏ, v"r2), where (p.", v") e M(2) x M(2), and again, by Lemma
2.1, S" also has Riemann matrix (t, f), so S" is conformally equivalent to S, and
we may assume that S" is S. The normal retrosections involved are either normal
a-retrosections or normal «r-retrosections, so either (tí, t2) = (/ZtJ[,vt2) or (t'x, t2)
=(/Xt2, vt"x), where (fi,v)eMxM
and i>=0ß6 mod M(2). Expressing (F, f') in
terms of (t, f) via (tí, t2) and (tJ, t2) gives the desired result. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5
give the converse.
If we denote by M'y the subgroup of MxM consisting of all (p., v), where
v = BllOmod M(2), and by Z2 the two element group, then Theorem 2.2 tells
us that My is a semidirect product of M'y by Z2, where the action of M'y is
(t, f) -> (¡it, vf), and the nontrivial action of Z2 is (t, f) ->- (f, t).
III. Teichmueller and Torelli moduli. The conformai equivalence classes of
Riemann surfaces of genus g^2 depend on 3g—3 complex parameters (moduli).
We present a partial summary of this dependence and then apply the theory to the
special surfaces of genus 2.
Let/and « be homeomorphisms from S onto S'. We write f~h if /is homotopic
to h. We write fxh, and say/is homologous to h, iff and « induce the same
isomorphism from the first homology group of S to that of S".
Let {S} denote the set of all Riemann surfaces of genus g ^ 2. Define an equivalence relation F on {S} by SRS' if and only if S is conformally equivalent to S'.
Then R(g) = {S}/R is the set of all conformai equivalence classes of surfaces of
genus g.
Fix Fin {S} and consider all pairs {(S, <f>)},
where S is in {S} and <f>:S-> Fis an
orientation preserving homeomorphism. On {(S, çb)} define two equivalence
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relations R and A by (5, <f>)R(S',
<f>')
if and only if <A'_1çA
is homotopic to a conformal homeomorphism from 5 onto 5', and (5, cf>)R(S',<f>')if and only if çA'_1cA
is homologous to a conformai homeomorphism from 5 onto 5'. Then £9(F)
={(5, <p)}jR,whose members will be denoted by (5, cA)~,is called the Teichmueller
space for genus g with respect to the indicatrix T, and J~9(T) = {(S, 4>)}jk, whose
members will be denoted by (5, <f>)^,is called the Torelli space for genus g with

respect to the indicatrix T. Note that (5, <f>)R(S',çA')implies (5, <f>)R(S',
</>')which
in turn implies SRS', so that there are the natural projections

(1)

Ç>(T)^£T\T)^R(g).

Now let H(T) denote the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of
F onto itself. Then I={he H(T)\h~l}
and J={he H(T) \ hxl} are normal
subgroups of H(T). Define /7(F) = H(T)jI and denote its members by «". Define
Ê(T) = H(T)jJ and denote its members by ft. For « in H(T) consider the map

(5, <p)-> (5, h<f>).
Then (5, <p)R(S',<t>')
implies(5, h</>)R(S',
h<f>'),
and /~« implies
(S,fip)R(S,h<j>),
so //(F) acts on t?(T) by h:(S,<f)~ -> (5, «cA)~.Similarly,/7(F)
acts on S~9(T) by Â: (5, cA)^-»• (5, «çA)~.Finally, we factor out the trivial action ;

i.e., let /'={h g H(T) | (5, h<f>)~
=(S, </>)~
for all (5, cA)~},
and let

/'={£ g /7(F) | (5, «<¿r = (S, <pTfor all (5, ft"}.
Then Aff(F) s H(T)jF is called the Teichmueller modular group for genus g with
respect to the indicatrix T, and M$-(T) = H(T)jJ' is called the Torelli modular
group for genus g with respect to the indicatrix T. Then

(2)

£9(F)/Mf(F) = R(g) = ^(T)jM9^(T).

Note that h is in /' if and only if (5, h<f>)R(S,
<f>)
for all (5, cA),i.e., if and only if
çA_1«cA
is homotopic to a conformai homeomorphism on 5 for all (5, çA).For g>2
not all surfaces admit of automorphisms other than the identity, so for g > 2 there
is an (5, <f>)such that <f>~1h<j>
is homotopic to the identity, i.e., «~1. Hence

MI(T) = H(T) for g>2. Similarly, M9r(T)=H(T) for g>2. On the other hand,
every surface of genus 2 admits of the conformai interchange of sheets t. Furthermore, t is not homologous (homotopic) to the identity since, for g^2, the only
automorphism homologous (homotopic) to the identity is the identity. In fact,

MHT) = ñ(T)j(l, I) and Mf(T)= H(T)j(l, I).
Since «~/ implies hxf, there is a natural surjective homomorphism j: /7(F)

-*■/7(F) defined by j: h^k

Let Ga(T) denote the kernel {h e /7(F) | hx 1} of j,

so that for g > 2 the sequence

(3)

1 —> G°(T)—> M?(T)-U MHT) —> 1

is exact, and since j : (1, î) ->■(1, t), j is also defined for genus 2, again with kernel
(isomorphic to) G2(T), so the sequence (3) is also exact for g=2, and

(4)

f(T)

= Íg(T)jGg(T).
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£9(F) is provided with a metric by means of extremal quasiconformal mappings,
and with the resulting topology t.a(T) is homeomorphic to 6g —6 dimentional
euclidean space. M9(T) is a properly discontinuous group of isometries, and G9(T)
is a fixed-point-free subgroup of M?(T). M^(T) is a properly discontinuous group
of homeomorphisms when £T9(T) is given the quotient topology, and then lg(T)
is the universal covering of yg(T) with covering transformation group Gg(T),
which is then isomorphic to -n($~9(T)), the fundamental group of ¿7~9(T),so

(5)

1 —* n(f(T)) —> M!(T) -++ MHT) —> 1

is an exact sequence.
Let («!,..., ag, bx,..., bg) be a fixed set of retrosections on F. Then, given
(S, cf>)in {(S, <f>)},cp~1(a1,...,ag,b1,...,bg)
determines a set of retrosections
(elementwise homologous to (th~1a1,..., </>~1ag,
cj>~1b1,..., <t>~1bg))
on Sand therefore a Riemann matrix (y)#. If (S, c/>)R(S',cf>'),then (y)¿ = (y)^, so there is a mapping
from $~9(T) to the g(g+1)/2 complex dimensional Siegel upper half plane ^(g).
In genus 2 this mapping is a bijection from J~2(T) to ¿7(2) —D, where D is the set
of all matrices in S?(2) equivalent to diagonal matrices under the action of the
Siegel inhomogeneous modular group M%>.Hence,

(6)

1 —►77(^(2)-D) —►M?(T) -U M%(T) —> 1

is an exact sequence.
Again, let (ax,..., a9, bx,..., bg) be a fixed set of retrosections on F. Then, if «
is in 77(F), h(ax,...,ag,bx,...,bg)
determines another set of retrosections
(a'x,..., a'g, b'x,..., b'g)on F. Let (F)h be the 2gx 2g matrix such that

(a'x,...,a'g,b'x,...,

b'gy = (r)h(ax,.. .,ag,bu ..., bg)\

and let Th be the corresponding member of the Siegel modular group A/J»; i.e.,

and

Th:Z^(AZ

+ B)(CZ+D)-\

ZeSf(g).

Xfh'X.f, then Yh= T¡, so h -»■Th is a mapping, in fact a surjective homomorphism,
from 77(F) to M%>.The kernel is (1, i), where i is the interchange of sheets, so for
genus 2 we have that M%-(T) is isomorphic to M%>,and hence

(7)

1—►-rr(Sf
(2)- D)—> Mf(T)-UmP —►1

is an exact sequence. This is, in part, the global picture. For a complete development,
including the analytic structure of £"(F), see [5] and the references cited there.
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We now apply the above theory to the special surfaces of genus 2. Let {5}'
denote (as in §11)all the Riemann surfaces of genus 2 that admit of automorphisms
of order 2 other than the interchange of sheets. Select T in {5}' and let aT be a
fixed involution on F that is not homologous to the interchange of sheets. Define
the equivalence relation R on {5}' as in the general case, so that R'(2) = {S}'jR is
the set of conformai equivalence classes of the special surfaces of genus 2. Now
consider all pairs {(5, cA)}',where 5 is in {5}' and cA:5-> F is an orientation preserving homeomorphism such that <p~iaT$is homotopic to an automorphism on 5
(of order 2). Define the equivalence relations 7? and R on {(5, cA)}'as in the general
case. Then we call £(F, aT)={(S, <f>)}'IR
the special Teichmueller space for genus 2,
and &~(T,aT)={(S, </>)}'IRthe special Torelli space for genus 2. As in the general
case, we have the natural projections
(1)'

t.(T,oT)->$-(T,aT)^R'(2).

Let 77(F, aT) denote all orientation preserving homeomorphisms on T that commute with aT up to homotopy. Then if he H(T, aT) and (5, cA)e {(5, cA)}',we have
(«tA)-1<7T(«cA)=çA-1(«-1oT«)cA~cA-1oTçA,
so (S,h<f>)e{(S, </>)}',and if I(aT) denotes
the normal subgroup of H(T, aT) consisting of those homeomorphisms homotopic
to the identity, then H(T,aT) = H(T,aT)jI(aT) acts on £(F, aT) by £: (5, cA)~

-*■(5, h<f>)~as in the general case. Similarly, if J(aT) denotes the normal subgroup
of H(T, aT) consisting of those homeomorphisms homologous to the identity, then

H(T, aT)=H(T, aT)jJ(aT) acts on 9~(T, aT) by h: (5, <f>y-> (5, h</>)~.As in the
general case, we factor out the trivial action; i.e., let F(aT) and J'(aT) denote the
normal subgroups of H(T, aT) and H(T, aT), respectively, that leave fixed every
point of £(F, aT) and 3~(T, aT) respectively. It is easily verified that F(aT)
={l, l, öT, iaT~} and J'(aT)={l, î, aT, ioT~}, where t denotes the interchange of
sheets on T. We call MK(T,oT)= H(T, aT)jF(aT) the special Teichmueller modular
group for genus 2, and M^(T, aT)=Ñ(T, aT)jJ'(aT) the special Torelli modular
group for genus 2. Clearly,
(2)'

£(T, aT)/Mc(T, aT) = J-(T, oT)jM<r(T, aT),

whereas we will see later that the surjection

(2)"

f(T, aT)jMr(T, aT) -> R'(2)

is 2-to-l.
As in the general case, the surjective homomorphism j: H(T, aT) -*■H(T, aT)
defined by j:h->h with kernel G(T, oT)={h~e H(T, aT) | hx 1} maps F(aT) onto
J'(aT), so j is defined from MK(T,aT) onto M$-(T, aT) with kernel equal to
G(T, aT)F(aT)jF(aT) which, since G(T, aT) n F(oT)={l}, is isomorphic to G(T, aT),
so

(3)'

1 —> G(T, aT) -^

M,(T, aT) -^

Mr(T, aT) -^

1
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is an exact sequence. Moreover,

(4)'

l(T, aT)IG(T, aT) = 3T(T, aT).

With the metric and corresponding topology defined as in the general case,
£(F, aT) is homeomorphic to 4-dimensional euclidean space, MAT, CTr)is a properly
discontinuous group of isometries, and G(T, aT) is a fixed-point-free subgroup.
M?(T, aT) is a properly discontinuous group of homeomorphisms when ^(T, aT)
is given the quotient topology, and then i(T, aT) is the universal covering of
3~(T, aT) with covering transformation group G(T, aT), which is then isomorphic to
tt($~(T, aT)), the fundamental group of ^(T, aT), so

(5)'

1 —* ^(3T(T, aT)) —* M¿T, aT) ^-> Mr(T aT) -^

1

is an exact sequence.
Now take retrosections (a, aTa, b, aTb) for a fixed set of retrosections on T. Then,
given (S, tj>)in{(S, <£)}',j>~1a, ^_1(aTa),<£_1/3, cb'\aTb) areelementwise

homologous

to a set of retrosections on S, and hence a Riemann matrix (y)é is determined for S.
As in the general case for genus 2, (S, cf>)R(S',cf>')if and only if (y)«=(yV, so there
is an injective mapping $~(T, aT) -*■¿7(2) defined by (S, c/>~)->- (y)^. Note that, by
definition, cf>~1aT^>^as,where os is an automorphism of order 2 on S, so that
cf>-1(aTa)xos(cf>-1a)and cf>~1(aTb)Xas(cf>~1b).
Hence the retrosections determined by
t\>are of the form (a', osa', b', asb'), i.e., are normal retrosections. We saw in §11
that such normal retrosections give rise to normal Riemann matrices of the form
(x, y}. Furthermore, the Siegel transformation

He ><M ><T
takes all matrices in S^(2) of the form <*, j>> bijectively to those of the form
(t, f). Hence we have an injective mapping

(S,4,r-+<x,y>*^T<.x,y>4
from &~(T, aT) into the space f of normal matrices of §11. We will soon see
(Theorem 3.2) that this mapping is a bijection, but for the moment we denote the

image by f,

(6)'

so that

1—>n(f')^MK(T,aT)^UMsr(T,aT)^l

is an exact sequence.
We now investigate the action of M$-(T, aT) on f. M$-(T, aT) acts on $~(T, aT)
by «: (S, <p)~-> (S, htb)~, where « is in H(T, aT), so on /' the action is K: T(x, y}t
-> T(x, y)niP. If (a',asa',b',asb')
(elementwise homologous to (ch~1a,<f>-1oTa,
cf>~1b,cp~1aTb)) are the retrosections giving rise to <jc,y}^, then retrosections
elementwise homologous to ((h4,)~1a,(h<f>)'1aTa,(hck)~1b,(hcl>)-1aTb) give rise to
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(.x, y)h<t>-Note that «oT~ar« by the definition of H(T, aT), so that the retrosections
giving rise to <x, y}n<t>
are of the form (a", asa", b", asb"), and hence
(a", asa", b", asb'J = (T)h(a', asa', b', asbj,

where the matrix ( T)h is of the form :

and

1
0
0
0

(T)aT =

0
0
0
1

Let r„ denote the transformation corresponding to (T)h; i.e.,

■He:k :))((:
>< :)
Then <x, yyM = Th<x, j>>0 or, denoting

ft: (r, f) -> rr^r-^T,
l(u-v)T

T<x, v> by (t, ¥), the action on ,/'

is

*), and rr^r-H», *) is equal to
+ (r-s)

\(p-q)r+(m-n)'

(m + n)f-(p+q)\
-(r

+ s)f + (u + v))

^T>V*T>>

in the notation of §11. It is easily verified that (¡ih,vh)eMxM
and vh= Bp,h0
mod M(2), where 6 denotes the bilinear transformation t -> —1/t. Hence we have
a mapping, in fact a homomorphism, from 77(F, aT) into the group

M'y ={(p.,v)eMxM\v

= 0p.6 mod M(2)}

of §11. On the other hand, given (p., v) in M'y, we can solve uniquely for m, «, />,<?,r,
s, u, v and thus determine an automorphism ( T) of the fundamental group of T.
Since every automorphism of the fundamental group of a compact surface is induced by a homeomorphism of the surface onto itself [5], there is a homeomor-

phism « of F which induces (T), and, since (r)(r)trr = (r)crr(r), it follows that
«aT~CTT«,i.e., that « is in H(T, aT). Hence the homomorphism is onto. The kernel
if J'(aT), so we now have
Theorem 3.1. The special Torelli group Mr(T, aT) acting on the special Torelli
space 3~(T, aT) = f
is isomorphic to M'y. For (p., v) in M'y and (t, f) in ,/',
action is (t, f) -» (jit, vf).

the
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Now consider for T the matrix (t, f) in f arising from the normal retrosections
(äx, ä2, Ex, E2), where

(1-1
0

0-1

0
0

0\
I (a, aTa, b, aTb)1.

101

0

0/

The change in retrosections
(Si, ä2, Ex, E2)-»■(ä2, äx, E2,Ex)

takes (t, f) to (f, t). This change, however, corresponds to
(a, aTa, b, aTb) -*■(aTb, —b,— aTa, a),

which, since aT(aTb)^=—b, does not arise from any « in 77(F, aT), and this explains
why the group Z2 of §11does not appear, and also why the surjection (2)" is 2-to-l,
for we now prove

Theorem 3.2. </' = </; i.e., the injection from the special Torelli space ^~(T, aT)
into the space ß of normal matrices of the form (r, f) is a surjection.

Every S in {S}' has at least one representative (t, f) in f. Then, by Theorems
2.2 and 3.1, it suffices to show that (Of, Or) is in ß' whenever (t, f) is. If (t, f) is in
ß', then (t, f)= T(x, y}^, where <x, j>0 is the normal Riemann matrix with
respect to the normal retrosections
(a', asa', b', asb) « (<£_1a, <j>~1aTa,<£_1¿>,c/>~1aTb)

for some (S, <f>)
in {(S, cf>)}'.Let p be the self-homeomorphism on S determined by
p: (a', asa', V, asb') '-*■(a', -oga',

b', -asb').

Then (cf>p)~1aT(cf>p)~p~1asp~ias, where i is the interchange

of sheets on S, so

(S, tf>p)is in {(S, tf>)}'.Furthermore,
((cj>p)-1a, (cbpY^aja, (<¿/j)-1/3,(cppy^b)

« (a', iasa', b', iasb'),

and if (x, y)>ip is the Riemann matrix with respect to these retrosections, it is
easily checked (see §11) that T(x, y),pp=(0f, Or), i.e., that (Of, Or) is the Riemann
matrix with respect to (a' —iasa', b' + iosb', —iasa').

Hence,

(7)'

i _>„(/)—^a^t;^)^^—,.!

is an exact sequence.
We are now in a position to construct the special Teichmueller modular group
MAT, °t), but first we recall some basic notions. If F is a group, we denote the
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group of automorphisms of K by Aut K, the group of inner automorphisms by

Inn K, and Aut A7Inn K by Out K. Let G be a group extension of ATby Q; i.e., for
some homomorphism j, the sequence

1—>K—>G^->Q—>l
is exact, and let s: Q-^Gbea
the mapping

q(s):K-*K

mapping of sets such that js= 1. Then, given q in Q,

by q(s): k-^(sq)~1k(sq)

is in Aut K, and if s' is another such set mapping, then q(s')'1q(s) is in Inn K, so
that if q denotes the equivalence class of q(s) in Out K, the mapping

0: g ^ Out AT by i-:q^q
is a homomorphism, called the natural homomorphism. On the other hand, given
groups K, Q and a homomorphism cA: Q -»■Out K, then an extension G of K by Q
is said to realize cAif </>
= <}>,
where >\>
is the natural homomorphism. In general, there
is an obstruction to cAin the third cohomology group of Q with coefficients in the
center of K, and even given existence, there are as many extensions realizing cAas
there are elements in the second cohomology group of Q with coefficients in the
center of K. Of course, if ATis a free group, then there is a unique extension

realizing <A.
Now, given K, Q and çA:Q -> Out K where K is a free group, suppose that cAcan
be lifted to ^ : Q -=- Aut K, i.e., that ci is a homomorphism,

and

Aut a:
y
\
Q-^->OutK
commutes. Then the unique extension G of ATrealising <j>can be constructed as a
semidirect product Kx^Q, where

Kk*Q = (KxQ, o) and (A:,q) o(k', q') = (kftqW, W')Theorem 3.3. The Teichmueller modular group M:(T, aT) can be constructed as a
semidirect product of the fundamental group tt(¿F(T, of)) of the Torelli space 3~(T, af)

by the Torelli modular group M^(T, aT).
We have $~(T, aT) = f, MyfJ, af) = My, and the exact sequence (7)'. Furthermore, tr(J) can be shown to be a free group. Fix (t0, f 0) in ß, and let s be a mapping
of sets from M'y to MffT, af) such that/y= 1. Then for each (ft, v) in M'y, s(jx, v)
corresponds to a unique homotopy class ß of curves from (t0, f 0) to (jitq, vf0), and
then each (p., v) determines an automorphism ß(p, v) on ■*(,/, (t0, f0)) by
ß(ji, v): a-*ß((p.,

v)a)ß'1.

Note that if (p., v) keeps (t0, f0) fixed, then l(/x, v): a
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(t0, f0)). Now

f consists of 77 x 77 deleted by a discrete subset of nonintersecting planes, so that
■n(ß)=-n(# u {x0}), where f u {x0} denotes the one-point compactification of

ß; i.e., the element x0 is identified with the boundary ¿3(77x77) of 77x 77. Furthermore, (p, v): ¿3(77x77) -> ¿3(77x77) for each (p., v) in M'y, so that every element of
M'y has x0 for a fixed point. If we then take x0 (instead of (t0, f0)) for the base
point, the natural homomorphism M'y -> Out -n(f) can be lifted to M'y -*■Aut -n(ß)
which completes the proof.
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